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Description 

This  invention  relates  to  an  anti-theft  vehicle  sys- 
tem. 

Many  methods  are  used  in  order  to  prevent  the 
theft  of  vehicles.  The  most  common  method  is  to 
utilize  an  alarm  rich  sounds  when  a  person  attempts 
to  gain  unathorised  entry  into  a  vehicle.  The  major 
problem  with  most  alarm  systems,  apart  from  their 
complexity  and  their  expense,  is  that  they  require 
actuation  when  an  owner  leaves  his  or  her  vehicle. 
One  way  to  automatically  activate  an  alarm  is  dis- 
closed  in  GB-A-2069207  where  an  electronic  memory 
storing  a  predetermined  digital  combination  is  used  so 
that  the  operator  must  enter  the  correct  combination 
to  start  the  engine.  This  document  further  includes 
means  to  control  engine  components  such  as  a  fuel 
flow  electro  valve,  the  starting  motor  and  the  ignition 
coil,  enabling  power  to  these  components  upon  entry 
of  a  predetermined  code  into  the  control  system. 

The  object  of  this  invention  is  to  provide  a  simple 
and  inexpensive  system  for  preventing  the  theft  of  a 
vehicle  and  rich  is  automatically  actuated  when  the 
vehicle  is  switched  off. 

According  to  this  invention  an  anti-theft  system 
for  a  vehicle  having  an  engine  and  an  ignition  switch 
comprises  an  actuating  means  for  location  in  an  igni- 
tion  or  coil  line  in  the  vehicle,  a  normally  open  switch 
means  for  location  in  a  power  supply  line  for  supplying 
power  to  said  actuating  means,  characterised  by  said 
coil  line  or  ignition  line  having  at  least  two  branches 
on  the  side  of  the  actuating  means  opposite  said  igni- 
tion  switch,  each  branch  being  for  connection  to  a 
component  of  the  engine  to  supply  power  to  the  com- 
ponent  of  the  engine,  an  isolating  means  for  location 
in  each  branch  for  preventing  power  flow  in  a  direction 
from  the  component,  said  actuating  means  being  nor- 
mally  non-conducting  to  disrupt  power  supply  to  the 
said  components; 

whereupon  turning  on  of  the  ignition  switch  and 
actuation  of  said  switch  means  to  close  the  switch 
means  power  is  supplied  to  said  actuating  means  to 
cause  the  actuating  means  to  conduct  to  supply 
power  to  said  engine  components,  notwithstanding 
de-activation  of  the  switch  means  and  opening  of  the 
switch  means; 

wherein  upon  turning  off  the  ignition  switch, 
ignition  power  supply  on  the  ignition  or  coil  line  is  dis- 
rupted  to  cause  said  actuating  means  to  stop  conduct- 
ing  to  thereby  open  said  ignition  line  such  that  said 
vehicle  can  only  be  restarted  when  said  switch  means 
and  said  ignition  switch  are  both  activated  and,  whe- 
rein  said  isolating  means  prevent  power  from  being 
supplied  to  one  of  said  engine  components  in  the 
event  of  hot  wiring  another  of  said  engine  components 
to  prevent  said  vehicle  engine  from  starting. 

Preferably  actuating  means  is  a  self-locking  relay. 
The  switch  means  may  be  a  manually  operated 

button  which  closes  only  when  pressure  is  applied  to 
the  button  and  opens  when  the  pressure  is  released. 
Alternatively  the  switch  means  may  be  controlled  by 
a  system  comprising  a  keyboard  for  receiving  a  code, 

5  processor  means  coupled  to  said  keyboard  for  receiv- 
ing  signals  indicative  of  said  code  from  said  keyboard, 
wherein  the  switching  means  is  coupled  to  said  pro- 
cessor  means  for  receiving  an  output  from  said  pro- 
cessor  means  when  a  predetermined  code  is  inputted 

10  in  to  the  keyboard  to  switch  the  switch  means.  Pref- 
erably  the  processor  means  outputs  said  output  to  the 
switching  means  when  the  vehicle  ignition  is  switched 
on  for  a  predetermined  period  after  the  vehicle  engine 
stops,  without  the  need  to  input  said  code  into  said 

15  keyboard.  Preferably  the  keyboard  can  receive  a 
further  code  to  cause  said  processor  means  to  output 
said  output  signal  when  the  vehicle  ignition  is 
switched  on  until  said  further  code  is  cancelled  by  an 
input  into  said  keyboard.  Preferably  the  switch  means 

20  control  system  includes  a  mode  memory  circuit  coup- 
led  to  said  processor  so  that  in  the  event  of  power  dis- 
ruption  to  said  processor,  said  processor  supplies 
information  contained  in  the  processor  to  said  mode 
memory  circuit  for  storage  and  wherein  said  mode 

25  memory  circuit  supplies  the  processor  with  said  infor- 
mation  after  power  is  resupplied  to  said  processor 
means. 

A  preferred  embodiment  of  the  invention  will  be 
described  with  reference  to  the  accompanying  draw- 

30  ings  in  which; 
Figure  1  shows  a  first  embodiment  of  the  inven- 
tion;  and 
Figures  2  and  3  show  a  second  embodiment  of 
the  invention. 

35  With  reference  to  the  accompanying  drawing,  an 
anti-theft  system  10  is  shown  which  comprises  an 
ignition  or  coil  line  12  which  extends  from  an  ignition 
switch  I  to  an  ignition  coil  14  and  a  fuel  pump  16  of  a 
vehicle  engine.  The  other  sides  of  the  coil  14  and 

40  pump  16  are  connected  to  ground.  The  line  12  is  pro- 
vided  with  a  terminal  20  and  a  terminal  30  which  are 
bridged  by  a  relay  R1  .  Preferably  the  relay  is  a  self 
locking  mini  signal  relay  made  by  Hella  Australia  Pty. 
Ltd.  (Part  No.  3082).  The  relay  R1  is  powered  by  line 

45  32  which  is  connected  to  the  relay  R1  and  to  the  igni- 
tion  switch  I.  The  line  32  includes  a  reset  switch  S1. 
A  bypass  circuit  line  34  is  provided  between  the  igni- 
tion  switch  I  and  the  ignition  coil  14  and  fuel  pump  16. 
The  line  34  effectively  short-circuits  the  relay  R1  and 

so  is  provided  with  a  toggle  switch  S2  which  is  normally 
open. 

When  the  car  is  in  normal  use  the  terminal  20  and 
30  are  bridged  by  contact  element  38  of  the  relay  R1  . 
Power  is  therefore  supplied  on  the  ignition  or  coil  line 

55  12  to  the  ignition  coil  14  and  fuel  pump  16  as  is  usual. 
When  the  car  is  parked  and  the  ignition  is  turned  off 
the  supply  of  power  on  line  12  is  disrupted  and  there- 
fore  the  supply  of  power  to  the  relay  R1  is  disrupted. 
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The  disruption  of  power  supply  to  the  relay  R1  causes 
the  relay  R1  to  open  to  remove  the  contact  element 
38  from  terminals  20  and  30  to  thereby  open  the  igni- 
tion  line  12.  Since  the  relay  R1  is  open  if  someone 
does  gain  access  to  the  vehicle  and  switches  the  igni- 
tion  on,  power  will  not  be  supplied  to  the  ignition  coil 
14  or  fuel  pump  16  since  the  terminals  20  and  30  are 
not  bridged  by  the  contact  element  38. 

The  reset  switch  S1  is  adapted  to  be  hidden 
inside  the  vehicle  where  it  can  be  readily  accessed  by 
the  owner  of  the  vehicle  and  reset  to  close  the  switch 
S1.  In  order  to  start  the  vehicle  the  ignition  is  turned 
on  by  an  ignition  key  and  the  hidden  reset  switch  S1 
is  depressed.  When  the  switch  S1  is  depressed  power 
is  supplied  to  the  relay  R1  or  line  32  and  therefore  the 
relay  R1  is  closed  to  bridge  the  terminals  20  and  30 
to  allow  power  to  be  supplied  to  the  ignition  coil  14  and 
fuel  pump  16  on  line  12.  Since  the  relay  R1  is  self  lock- 
ing  the  contacts  20  and  30  remain  bridged  when  the 
reset  switch  is  released  and  remain  bridged  until 
power  on  line  12  is  disrupted  by  switching  off  the  igni- 
tion.  The  reset  switch  S1  can  be  hidden  under  the  car- 
pet  of  the  vehicle  where  it  can  be  actuated  by  the  foot 
of  the  owner  when  he  starts  the  car,  or  in  the 
dashboard  of  the  car,  or  in  the  roof  of  the  vehicle. 
Indeed,  the  reset  switch  S1  can  be  hidden  anywhere 
in  the  vehicle  where  it  is  most  conveniently  situated  in 
a  position  where  it  can  be  readily  reached  by  the  driver 
in  his  normal  seated  position.  The  object  of  the  reset 
switch  S1  is  to  provide  a  hidden  switch  which  only  the 
driver  knows  of  and  which  only  the  driver  knows  must 
be  reset  before  the  vehicle  can  be  started. 

The  by-pass  line  34  is  provided  to  enable  the  car 
to  be  left  in  a  car  park  or  in  other  environments  where 
it  must  be  driven  by  another  person  without  the  need 
to  tell  the  other  person  of  the  reset  switch  S1  .  In  order 
to  drive  the  car  in  such  environments,  a  hidden  toggle 
switch  S2  which  is  normally  open  is  closed  to  com- 
plete  the  circuit  from  the  ignition  switch  I  to  the  ignition 
coil  14  and  fuel  pump  16.  Thus,  when  the  ignition 
switch  is  closed  power  is  supplied  from  the  ignition 
switch  via  the  by-pass  circuit  34  to  the  ignition  coil  14 
and  fuel  pump  16.  This  will  enable  car  park  attendants 
and  other  authorized  people  to  drive  the  vehicle  with- 
out  the  need  to  inform  those  people  of  the  position  or 
purpose  of  the  reset  switch  S1  or  toggle  switch  S2. 

Preferably  a  diode  42  is  located  between  the  con- 
tact  30  and  the  power  side  of  the  relay  R1  in  order  to 
protect  the  system  in  the  event  that  a  person  attempts 
to  "hot-wire"  the  motor  vehicle.  Furthermore  a  second 
diode  43  is  connected  between  the  ignition  switch  I 
and  the  coil  14  close  to  the  coil  14  to  prevent  power 
being  supplied  to  the  fuel  pump  16  if  an  attempt  is 
made  to  "hot  wire"  the  engine. 

In  vehicles  in  which  an  electric  fuel  pump  is  not 
used  a  flow  switch  50  may  be  provided  in  fuel  line  52. 
The  flow  switch  is  actuated  by  a  solenoid  54  coupled 
to  line  56  which  in  turn  is  coupled  to  the  ignition  or  coil 

line  12.  When  the  relay  R1  is  open  power  is  disrupted 
to  solenoid  54  and  the  flow  switch  50  closes  to  shut 
off  flow  of  fuel  through  the  fuel  line.  Diodes  43a  and 
43b  are  also  connected  close  to  the  pump  16  and 

5  switch  50  so  to  prevent  hot  wiring  of  those  compo- 
nents. 

In  yet  a  further  embodiment  two  reset  switches 
could  be  used  with  one  of  the  switches  providing  a 
delay  of,  for  example  1  0  to  1  5  seconds,  to  depress  the 

10  second  switch  and  start  the  car. 
In  another  embodiment  (not  shown)  switch  S1 

could  be  coupled  to  an  infra-red  actuator  and  the 
owner  of  the  vehicle  could  have  an  infra-red  emitter, 
which  he  or  she  keeps  with  his  or  her  keys,  to  control 

15  the  actuator  to  cause  the  actuator  to  close  switch  S1 
for  a  predetermined  period  of  time  to  enable  the 
engine  to  be  started. 

Another  embodiment  of  the  invention  is  described 
with  reference  to  Figures  2  and  3.  In  this  embodiment 

20  a  keyboard  and  a  processor  are  used  to  control  the 
switch  means,  for  example  transistor  1  08.  The  ignition 
line  12  is  coupled  to  a  single  chip  processor  100  on 
line  102  which  includes  a  diode  104  and  a  transistor 
106.  The  processor  100  is  an  integrated  circuit 

25  80C39.  The  ignition  line  12  is  coupled  to  the  relay  R1 
rich  is  shown  schematically  in  Figure  2  via  a  transistor 
108.  The  transistor  108  is  connected  via  resistor  110 
to  a  second  transistor  112  which  in  turn  is  coupled  to 
the  processor  100  on  line  114.  Power  is  supplied  to 

30  the  processor  100  from  a  vehicle  battery  via  a  diode 
1  26,  line  1  28,  voltage  regulator  1  30  which  reduces  the 
voltage  from  the  vehicle  battery  to  5  volts  and  applies 
that  voltage  to  the  processor  on  line  1  32.  A  capacitor 
205  is  coupled  to  line  128  for  momentarily  stabilizing 

35  the  power  supply  to  the  processor  100  in  the  event 
that  the  voltage  supplied  by  the  vehicle  battery  is  dis- 
rupted  or  reduces  below  an  acceptable  level.  The 
diode  126  protects  the  voltage  regulator  in  the  event 
of  reverse  connection  of  the  vehicles  battery.  Power 

40  is  also  supplied  to  the  processor  100  on  line  116  via 
diode  118,  resistor  120  and  transistors  121  and  122. 
The  transistors  121  and  122  are  also  coupled  to  line 
132  by  line  133  and  resistor  135.  A  capacitor  134  is 
also  coupled  to  line  1  32.  The  transistor  122  is  connec- 

ts  ted  to  the  processor  1  00  by  a  power  off  line  1  24.  The 
processor  100  is  coupled  to  an  IC  chip  140  (Figure  3) 
which  is  an  integrated  circuit  No.  4017  primarily  adap- 
ted  to  scan  a  keyboard  150.  The  circuit  140  is  coupled 
to  the  processor  100  via  line  142  which  comprises  a 

so  signal  line,  a  5  volt  supply  line  and  a  earthed  shield 
line. 

The  keyboard  1  50  is  coupled  to  the  circuit  140  by 
lines  152,  154,  156,  158,  160,  162  and  164.  The  lines 
152  to  158  are  provided  with  resistor  154  and  a 

55  capacitor  156. 
The  lines  160  to  164  are  connected  to  an  inte- 

grated  circuit  170  which  comprises  four  gates  172. 
Only  three  of  the  gates  172  are  used  in  this  embodi- 
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ment  of  the  invention  and  the  fourth  gate  therefore  has 
its  input  and  output  connected  to  ground.  The  gates 
172  are  connected  to  the  keyboard  150  by  lines  174 
and  resistors  176.  The  output  from  each  of  the  gates 
172  is  combined  into  line  180  which  is  connected  to  a 
base  of  transistor  184  which  is  also  connected  to 
ground  via  resistor  186.  The  emitter  of  the  transistor 
184  is  connected  to  ground  and  the  collector  is  con- 
nected  to  line  142  via  line  1  86  and  resistor  1  88  as  well 
as  to  a  five  volt  supply  via  resistor  1  90. 

Power  is  supplied  to  the  circuit  140  via  a  five  volt 
supply  as  schematically  shown  at  1  92.  The  circuit  140 
also  has  a  buzzer  153  and  a  light  emitting  diode  155 
connected  to  two  of  its  parts  via  lines  157  and  159  and 
gates  161,  165,  167,  and  163,  169,  171  respectively. 
These  gates  form  a  double  inverter.  Line  1  57  also  has 
a  pulse  lengthening  circuit  formed  of  diode  181, 
capacitor  183  and  resistor  185  for  lengthening  the 
pulse  outputted  from  the  circuit  140  so  that  when  a  line 
157  goes  high  the  buzzer  sounds  continuously.  A 
clock  circuit  175  allows  processor  100  to  generate  a 
clock  for  internal  operation  and  capacitors  177  are 
provided  to  prevent  spurious  signals.  A  reset  circuit 
1  79  is  provided  to  start  the  processor  when  power  is 
initially  supplied. 

The  reset  circuit  179  is  also  provided  with  a 
"watch  dog  timer"  250  which  comprises  two  retrigger- 
able  monostable  circuits  252  and  254.  The  circuit  252 
is  coupled  to  circuit  100  and  is  kept  in  the  triggered 
state  by  an  output  from  the  circuit  100.  If  the  output 
from  the  circuit  100  stops  the  circuit  252  goes  to  its 
quiescent  state  thereby  triggering  circuit  254  which 
resets  the  circuit  100.  Thus  the  circuit  100  can  be 
reset  by  the  circuit  179  if  the  5  volt  supply  drops  or  if 
the  output  from  the  circuit  1  00  which  is  supplied  to  cir- 
cuit  252  goes  low  indicating  a  fault  in  the  operation  of 
the  circuit  100. 

An  EPROM  275  is  coupled  to  circuit  100  via  a  8 
bit  latch  280.  The  latch  280  is  time  controlled  by  a  sig- 
nal  on  the  ADDRESS  LATCH  ENABLE  (ALE  signal) 
output  of  the  circuit  100  to  cause  information  on  the 
bus  lines  290  to  be  received  by  the  EPROM  275  and 
for  data  to  be  supplied  to  the  circuit  100  via  the  bus 
290.  The  EPROM  275  and  latch  280  are  interconnec- 
ted  by  address  lines  282  and  the  EPROM  is  connec- 
ted  to  the  circuit  100  by  4  address  lines  284.  (The 
circuit  1  00  in  Figure  2  is  the  circuit  1  00  which  has  been 
drawn  adjacent  to  the  EPROM  275  to  show  the  inter- 
connection  for  the  ease  of  illustration). 

A  mode  memory  circu  it  220  wh  ich  is  a  nonvolatile 
RAM  circuit  x2444  made  by  XICOR  is  coupled  to  cir- 
cuit  100  to  store  the  information  contained  in  the  cir- 
cuit  100  in  the  event  of  power  loss.  If  power  is  lost  line 
116  goes  low  wh  ich  stops  transistor  121  from  conduct- 
ing  to  enable  transistor  122  to  conduct  so  that  a  low 
signal  appears  on  line  124.  This  signal  is  received  by 
the  circuit  100  interrupt  port  to  shut  down  the  circuit 
100.  In  the  event  of  power  disruption,  capacitor  205 

maintains  circuit  100  operating  for  a  small  amount  of 
time  to  ensure  that  the  information  contained  in  the 
circuit  100  is  transferred  to  the  circuit  220. 

The  embodiment  of  Figure  2  and  3  operates  as 
5  follows.  The  processor  100  is  programmed  to  output 

a  signal  on  line  142  to  cause  that  line  to  go  low.  This 
turns  off  transistor  202.  Line  142  is  maintained  low  for 
a  sufficient  period  of  time  to  enable  capacitor  204  to 
charge  to  thereby  reset  the  circuit  140.  The  processor 

10  1  00  then  outputs  a  signal  on  line  142  to  cause  that  line 
to  go  high  turning  on  transistor  202,  taking  circuit  140 
out  of  the  reset  mode  so  that  it  can  respond  to  its  clock 
input  on  line  142.  The  circuit  140  then  causes  lines 
152,  154a,  156a,  160,  162  and  164  to  go  low  and  high 

15  in  a  predetermined  sequence  so  that  the  keyboard 
150  can  be  read.  The  circuit  140  reads  the  keyboard 
150  by  causing  one  of  the  lines  152  to  go  high  for  suf- 
ficient  amount  of  time  to  charge  its  respective  capaci- 
tor  156  and  then  quickly  causes  the  other  lines  to  go 

20  high  for  a  short  period  of  time  sufficient  to  prevent 
charging  of  the  respective  other  capacitors  156.  The 
lines  160  to  164  are  also  caused  to  go  high  in  turn  so 
that  if  one  of  the  keys  in  the  row  coupled  to  the  capaci- 
tor  which  has  charged  is  depressed  the  capacitor  dis- 

25  charges  through  that  key  and  through  the  gate  1  72  in 
the  same  column  of  keys  to  cause  line  180  to  go  high. 
Once  the  circuit  140  has  scanned  through  each  of  the 
lines  152  to  164  the  line  142  is  again  caused  to  go  low 
for  sufficient  time  to  turn  transistor  202  off  so  that 

30  capacitor  204  is  charged  to  reset  the  circuit  140.  The 
scan  is  then  repeated  with  another  one  of  the  lines 
152  to  158  being  held  high  for  a  sufficient  amount  of 
time  to  cause  its  transistor  156  to  charge  so  that 
another  depressed  key  in  another  line  can  be  detec- 

35  ted.  This  scanning  procedure  continues  and  the  out- 
put  on  line  180  switches  transistor  1  84  on  so  that  line 
1  42  goes  low  so  that  the  processor  1  00  (Figure  2)  can 
receive  signals  from  the  keyboard  150  indicative  of  a 
certain  number  of  keys  being  depressed  on  the 

40  keyboard  to  determine  whether  than  code  corres- 
ponds  to  a  preprogrammed  code  in  the  processor 
100. 

Thus,  a  user  of  the  vehicle  turns  the  ignition  key 
of  the  vehicle  which  causes  a  lowsignal  to  be  supplied 

45  on  line  102  to  the  processor  100.  The  processor  100 
then  reads  the  keyboard  150  in  the  above  described 
manner  to  determine  if  a  code  inserted  into  the 
keyboard  150  by  the  driver  matches  a  predetermined 
code  in  the  processor  100.  If  the  code  does  match  a 

so  predetermined  code  in  the  processor  100  the  pro- 
cessor  100  outputs  a  signal  on  line  114  which 
switches  on  transistor  112  to  in  turn  switch  on  transis- 
tor  108  to  cause  power  to  be  supplied  on  the  ignition 
line  12  to  relay  R1.  This  causes  the  relay  R1  to  close 

55  so  that  power  is  supplied  to  the  ignition  coil  14,  fuel 
pump  16  or  fuel  shut  off  valve  50  in  the  same  manner 
as  described  with  reference  to  Figure  1. 

In  the  event  that  a  driver  inputs  a  wrong  numeral 

4 
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into  the  keyboard  150  the  processor  is  programmed 
to  take  no  further  action  and  not  to  supply  an  output 
on  line  1  14.  The  driver  is  then  required  to  switch  off  the 
ignition  key  so  that  the  line  1  02  goes  high.  This  causes 
the  processor  1  00  to  output  a  signal  on  line  142  caus- 
ing  the  circuit  140  to  reset  and  again  restart  the  scan- 
ning  process  of  the  keyboard  150.  Once  the  user 
correctly  inputs  the  code  the  processor  100  outputs  a 
signal  to  cause  line  114  to  go  high  to  in  turn  enable 
power  to  be  supplied  to  the  relay  R1  as  described 
above. 

This  embodiment  of  the  invention  is  also  provided 
with  two  other  modes  to  enable  the  vehicle  to  be  used 
by  other  people  whilst  being  serviced  or  driven  in  a  car 
park  without  those  people  having  to  know  the  driver's 
input  code  or  to  enable  the  driver  to  restart  the  engine 
in  the  event  that  the  vehicle  stalls  in  traffic  or  the  like. 

The  service  mode  requires  the  driver  to  push  the 
key  labelled  with  reference  no.  Aon  keyboard  150.  If 
this  key  is  depressed  the  processor  100  will  recognise 
that  key  and  when  the  ignition  is  turned  on  and  a  low 
signal  received  on  line  102  will  cause  line  114  to  go 
high  to  enable  power  to  be  supplied  to  the  relay  R1. 
The  processor  100  will  remain  in  this  mode  until  the 
key  labelled  B  in  keyboard  150  is  depressed.  When 
the  key  labelled  B  has  been  depressed  the  processor 
1  00  goes  back  to  its  normal  mode  when  it  will  read  the 
keyboard  150  for  the  required  code  before  outputting 
a  high  signal  on  line  114  to  enable  power  to  be  sup- 
plied  to  the  relay  R1.  When  processor  100  is  in  this 
mode  it  also  causes  the  circuit  140  to  provide  outputs 
to  lines  157  and  159  to  gates  161  and  163  so  that 
power  is  supplied  to  buzzer  153  and  diode  155  so  as 
to  provide  an  indication  that  the  system  is  in  the  ser- 
vice  mode. 

The  other  mode  enables  a  driver  to  immediately 
restart  the  car  in  the  event  of  the  car  stalling.  This 
mode  includes  a  timing  sequence  in  the  processor 
1  00  whereby  once  the  vehicle  has  been  placed  in  the 
normal  running  mode  and  power  is  disrupted  to  the 
vehicle  in  the  event  of  the  vehicle  stalling  or  the  like, 
the  processor  will  still  cause  line  114  to  go  high  in  the 
event  that  the  ignition  is  turned  on  within  a  period  of, 
for  example,  20  seconds  after  the  processor  100 
detects  the  disruption  of  power  supply.  Thus,  if  the  ve- 
hicle  does  stall  in  traffic  or  any  other  conditions  it  can 
be  turned  on  by  simply  turning  the  ignition  key  as  is 
conventional.  After  a  period  of  20  seconds  has  elap- 
sed  the  processor  100  then  goes  into  the  mode 
whereby  a  correct  input  into  keyboard  150  is  required 
before  a  high  signal  is  applied  to  line  114  to  cause 
power  to  be  supplied  to  the  relay  R1  .  When  the  driver 
turns  the  vehicle  off,  transistor  106  stops  conducting 
and  line  102  goes  high.  This  is  sensed  by  the  pro- 
cessor  which  causes  line  114  to  go  low  to  shut  off 
power  to  the  relay. 

As  previously  described  the  system  is  provided 
with  the  mode  memory  circuit  220.  This  circuit  remem- 

bers  which  mode  the  processor  100  was  in  the  event 
of  power  disruption  (which  is  sensed  on  power  off  line 
124)  to  the  system  and  to,  upon  resupply  of  power  to 
the  system,  re-enter  that  mode  into  the  processor  1  00 

5  so  that  the  processor  1  00  continues  to  operate  in  the 
correct  mode.  Therefore,  if  power  is  disrupted  to  the 
system  for  any  reason,  such  as  by  faulty  battery  ter- 
minals  or  disconnection  of  those  terminals  or  the  like, 
the  circuit  220  remembers  the  state  at  which  the  pro- 

10  cessor  1  00  was  operating  at  the  time  of  disruption  to 
powerand  when  power  is  supplied  reprogrammes  the 
processor  100.  This  enables  easy  reprogramming  of 
the  system  in  the  event  that  a  battery  is  removed  or 
disconnected  from  the  vehicle  for  any  reason  and  also 

15  prevents  theft  of  a  vehicle  by  a  thief  tampering  with  the 
battery  in  order  to  disrupt  supply  of  power  to  the  sys- 
tem  and  hopefully  place  the  system  into  a  mode  which 
will  enable  the  thief  to  simply  start  the  vehicle  in  the 
conventional  way.  Since  the  circuit  220  reprogram- 

20  mes  the  processor  100  into  the  mode  it  was  in  when 
power  was  lost,  if  the  vehicle  is  left  standing  in  the  nor- 
mal  security  mode  where  a  correct  key  entry  is 
required  to  be  input  into  keyboard  150  before  the  ve- 
hicle  will  start  and  power  is  disrupted,  the  processor 

25  1  00  will,  on  being  repowered,  be  reprogrammed  into 
that  mode  to  thereby  prevent  operation  of  the  vehicle 
until  the  correct  code  is  inputted  into  the  keyboard 
150. 

The  circuit  components  shown  in  Figure  2  are 
30  adapted  to  be  located  in  a  secure  location  to  prevent 

tampering  or  access  by  a  would-be  thief.  It  is  propos- 
ed  that  circuitry  be  contained  in  a  secure  container 
which  is  located  beneath  a  plate  in  the  boot  of  a  ve- 
hicle  or  otherwise  secured  in  the  vehicle  in  a  position 

35  where  it  cannot  be  tampered  with  and  in  further  embo- 
diments  the  circuitry  may  be  integrated  into  the  "black 
box"  electronic  control  system  of  a  vehicle. 

In  a  further  embodiment  the  system  could  com- 
prise  an  infra-red  sending  unit  located  in  the  vehicle. 

40  The  unit  includes  a  keyboard  into  which  a  code  is 
keyed  by  a  user  to  cause  the  unit  to  emit  an  infra-red 
signal  to  a  pickup  unit  which  causes  the  terminals  20 
and  30  to  close  to  enable  power  to  be  supplied  on  coil 
or  ignition  line  12  to  the  coil  etc.  The  sending  unit 

45  could  also  enable  the  signal  to  be  emitted  when  a  dif- 
ferent  service  code  is  inputted  by  the  owner  so  that 
the  terminals  20  and  30  are  permanently  closed  until 
the  owner  cancels  the  service  code  so  that  the  veh  icle 
can  be  started  by  authorised  people  other  than  the 

so  owner  without  the  owner  having  to  disclose  his  or  her 
code. 

The  preferred  embodiment  of  the  invention 
thereby  provides  a  simple  and  economical  manner  of 
providing  an  anti-theft  device  which  may  be  built  into 

55  a  vehicle  and  which  can  provide  a  substantial  anti- 
theft  measure  in  order  to  prevent  the  theft  or 
unauthorized  operation  of  the  vehicle. 

5 
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Claims 

1.  An  anti-theft  system  for  a  vehicle  having  an 
engine  and  an  ignition  switch  (I);  comprising  an 
actuating  means  (10)  for  location  in  an  ignition  or  coil 
line  (12)  in  the  vehicle,  a  normally  open  switch  means 
(S1)  for  location  in  a  power  supply  line  for  supplying 
power  to  said  actuating  means  (10),  characterised  by 
said  coil  line  or  ignition  line  having  at  least  two  bran- 
ches  on  the  side  of  the  actuating  means  opposite  said 
ignition  switch,  each  branch  being  for  connection  to  a 
component  of  the  engine  to  supply  power  to  the  com- 
ponent  of  the  engine,  an  isolating  means  (43,43a,43b) 
for  location  in  each  branch  for  preventing  power  flow 
in  a  direction  from  the  component,  said  actuating 
means  (10)  being  normally  non-conducting  to  disrupt 
power  supply  to  the  said  components; 

wherein  upon  turning  on  of  the  ignition  switch 
(I)  and  actuation  of  said  switch  means  (S1)  to  close 
the  switch  means  power  is  supplied  to  said  actuating 
means  (10)  to  cause  the  actuating  means  to  conduct 
to  supply  power  to  said  engine  components,  notwith- 
standing  de-activation  of  the  switch  means  (S1)  and 
opening  of  the  switch  means; 

wherein  upon  turning  off  the  ignition  switch, 
ignition  power  supply  on  the  ignition  or  coil  line  (12)  is 
disrupted  to  cause  said  actuating  means  (10)  to  stop 
conducting  to  thereby  open  said  ignition  line  such  that 
said  vehicle  can  only  be  restarted  when  said  switch 
means  (S1  )  and  said  ignition  switch  are  both  activated 
and,  wherein  said  isolating  means  (43,43a,43b)  pre- 
vent  power  from  being  supplied  to  one  of  said  engine 
components  in  the  event  of  hot  wiring  another  of  said 
engine  components  to  prevent  said  vehicle  engine 
from  starting. 

2.  The  system  of  claim  1  where  said  actuating 
means  (10)  is  a  self-locking  relay. 

3.  The  system  of  claim  1  or  claim  2  wherein  the 
switch  means  (S1)  is  a  manually  operated  button 
which  closes  only  when  pressure  is  applied  to  the  but- 
ton  and  opens  when  the  pressure  is  released. 

4.  The  system  of  claim  1  or  claim  2,  wherein  the 
switch  means  (S1)  is  controlled  by  a  system  compris- 
ing  a  keyboard  (150)  for  receiving  a  code,  processor 
means  (100,140)  coupled  to  said  keyboard  (150)  for 
receiving  signals  indicative  of  said  code  from  said 
keyboard  (150),  wherein  the  switching  means  (S1)  is 
coupled  to  said  processor  means  for  receiving  an  out- 
put  from  said  processor  means  (100,140)  when  a  pre- 
determined  code  is  inputted  in  to  the  keyboard,  to 
switch  the  said  switching  means. 

5.  The  system  of  claim  4,  wherein  said  processor 
means  (100,140)  outputs  said  output  to  the  switching 
means  (S1)  when  the  vehicle  ignition  is  switched  on 
for  a  predetermined  period  after  the  vehicle  engine 
stops,  without  the  need  to  input  said  code  into  said 
keyboard,  and  wherein  said  keyboard  (150)  can 
receive  a  further  code  to  cause  said  processor  means 

to  output  said  output  signal  when  the  vehicle  ignition 
is  switched  on  until  said  further  code  is  cancelled  by 
an  input  into  said  keyboard. 

6.  The  system  of  claim  4  or  claim  5,  wherein  a 
5  mode  memory  circuit  (275,280)  is  coupled  to  said  pro- 

cessor  (100)  so  that  in  the  event  of  power  disruption 
to  said  processor,  said  processorsupplies  information 
contained  in  the  processor  to  said  mode  memory  cir- 
cuit  (275,280)  for  storage  and  wherein  said  mode 

10  memory  circuit  supplies  the  processor  with  said  infor- 
mation  after  power  is  resupplied  to  said  processor 
means. 

15  Patentanspruche 

1.  Anti-Diebstahlsystem  fur  ein  Fahrzeug  mit  ei- 
nem  Motor  und  einem  Zundschalter  (I);  das  ein  Beta- 
tigungsmittel  (10)  zur  Anordnung  in  einer  Zund-  oder 

20  Wicklungsleitung  (12)  in  dem  Fahrzeug  umfasst,  ein 
normalerweise  offenes  Schaltmittel  (S1)  zur  Anord- 
nung  in  einer  Stromversorgungsleitung,  urn  dem 
Betatigungsmittel  (10)  Strom  zuzufuhren,  dadurch 
gekennzeichnet,  dass  die  Wicklungsleitung  oder  die 

25  Zundleitung  wenigstens  zwei  Abzweigungen  auf  der 
Seite  des  Betatigungsmittels  gegenuber  dem  Zund- 
schalter  hat,  wobei  jede  Abzweigung  an  eine  kompo- 
nente  des  Motors  angeschlossen  werden  kann,  urn 
der  komponente  des  Motors  Strom  zuzufuhren,  ein 

30  Isoliermittel  (43,43a,43b)  zur  Anordnung  in  jeder 
Abzweigung,  urn  Stromfluss  in  einer  von  der  kompo- 
nente  fortgehenden  Richtung  zu  verhindern,  wobei 
das  Betatigungsmittel  normalerweise  nichtleitend  ist, 
urn  Stromversorgung  zu  den  komponenten  zu  unter- 

35  brechen; 
worin  dem  Betatigungsmittel  (10)  Strom  zuge- 

fuhrt  wird,  wenn  der  Zundschalter  (I)  eingeschaltet 
wird  und  das  Schaltmittel  (S1)  betatigt  wird,  urn  zu 
verursachen,  dass  das  Betatigungsmittel  leitet,  urn 

40  den  Motorkomponenten  ungeachtet  der  Entaktivie- 
rung  des  Schaltmittels  (S1)  und  der  Offnung  des 
Schaltmittels  Strom  zuzufuhren; 

worin  die  Zundstromversorgung  auf  derZund- 
oder  Wicklungsleitung  (12)  unterbrochen  wird,  wenn 

45  der  Zundschalter  abgeschaltet  wird,  urn  zu  verursa- 
chen,  dass  das  Betatigungsmittel  (10)  aufhort,  zu  lei- 
ten,  urn  dabei  die  Zundleitung  zu  offnen,  so  dass  das 
Fahrzeug  nur  wiederangelassen  werden  kann,  wenn 
das  Schaltmittel  (S1)  und  derZundschalter  beide  akti- 

50  viert  werden,  und  worin  das  Isoliermittel  (43,43a,43b) 
verhindert,  dass  einer  der  Motorkomponenten  im  Fall 
des  Kurzschliessens  einer  anderen  Motorkompo- 
nente  Strom  zugefuhrt  wird,  urn  das  Anlassen  des 
Fahrzeugmotors  zu  verhindern. 

55  2.  System  nach  Anspruch  1,  worin  das  Betati- 
gungsmittel  (10)  ein  selbstsperrendes  Relais  ist. 

3.  System  nach  Anspruch  1  oder  Anspruch  2, 
worin  das  Schaltmittel  (S1)  ein  von  Hand  betriebener 

6 
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Schaltknopf  ist,  dersich  nurschliesst,  wenn  Druckauf 
den  Schaltknopf  angewandt  wird,  und  sich  Offnet, 
wenn  der  Druck  freigegeben  wird. 

4.  System  nach  Anspruch  1  oder  Anspruch  2, 
worin  das  Schaltmittel  (S1)  von  einem  System  kon- 
trolliert  wird,  das  eine  Tastatur  (150)  zum  Empfang 
eines  Kodes  umfasst,  ein  an  die  Tastatur  (150)  ange- 
schlossenes  Verarbeitungsmittel  (100,140),  urn 
Signale  zu  empfangen,  die  den  kode  von  der  Tastatur 
(150)  anzeigen,  worin  das  Schaltmittel  (S1)  an  das 
Verarbeitungsmittel  angeschlossen  ist,  urn  einen  Aus- 
gang  von  dem  Verarbeitungsmittel  (100,140)  zu  emp- 
fangen,  wenn  ein  vorbestimmter  kode  in  die  Tastatur 
eingegeben  wird,  urn  das  Schaltmittel  zu  schalten. 

5.  System  nach  Anspruch  4,  worin  das  Verarbei- 
tungsmittel  (100,140)  den  Ausgang  an  das  Schaltmit- 
tel  (S1)  abgibt,  wenn  die  Fahrzeugzundung  fur  eine 
vorbestimmte  Dauereingeschaltetwird,  nachdem  der 
Fahrzeugmotor  anhalt,  ohne  dass  es  notig  ist,  dass 
der  kode  in  die  Tastatur  eingegeben  wird,  und  worin 
die  Tastatur  (150)  einen  weiteren  kode  empfangen 
kann,  urn  zu  verursachen,  dass  das  Verarbeitungs- 
mittel  das  Ausgangssignal  abgibt,  wenn  die  Fahr- 
zeugzundung  eingeschaltet  wird,  bis  derweitere  kode 
von  einer  Eingabe  in  die  Tastatur  aufgehoben  wird. 

6.  System  nach  Anspruch  4  oder  Anspruch  5, 
worin  eine  Modenspeicherschaltung  (275,280)  an 
den  Verarbeiter  (100)  angeschlossen  wird,  so  dass 
derVerarbeiter  im  Fall  derStromunterbrechung  die  in 
dem  Verarbeiter  enthaltene  Information  der  Moden- 
speicherschaltung  (275,280)  zufuhrt,  urn  sie  zu  spei- 
chern,  und  worin  die  Modenspeicherschaltung  dem 
Verarbeiter  diese  Information  zuftihrt,  nachdem  dem 
Verarbeitungsmittel  wieder  Strom  zugefuhrt  wird. 

Revendications 

1.  Systeme  antivol  de  vehicule  ayant  un  moteur 
et  un  contacteur  d'allumage  (I);  prevoyant  des 
moyens  de  commande  (10)  pour  la  pose  sur  vehicule 
dans  un  conducteur  (1  2)  d'allumage  ou  de  bobine,  un 
commutateur  a  circuit  normalement  ouvert  (S1)  pour 
la  pose  en  conducteur  d'amenee  de  courant  auxdits 
moyens  de  commande  (10),  caracterise  en  ce  que 
ledit  conducteur  de  bobine  ou  d'allumage  comporte 
un  minimum  de  deux  branches  sur  le  cote  des 
moyens  de  commande  oppose  au  contacteur  d'allu- 
mage,  chaque  branche  faisant  le  raccord  a  un  ele- 
ment  de  moteur  pour  amener  le  courant  audit  element 
de  moteur,  des  moyens  coupe-circuit  (43,43a,43b) 
pour  la  pose  en  chaque  branche  de  facon  a  condam- 
ner  le  passage  du  courant  dans  le  sens  a  partir  de 
I'element,  les  dits  moyens  coupe-circuit  (10)  etant 
normalement  non-conducteurs  pour  couper  le  cou- 
rant  auxdits  elements; 

selon  lequel  a  la  mise  en  fonction  du  contac- 
teur  d'allumage  (I)  et  desdits  moyens  a  commutateur 

(S1)  pour  fermer  le  commutateur  le  courant  est 
amene  aux  moyens  de  commande  (1  0)  pour  trans- 
mettre  le  courant  auxdits  elements  de  moteur,  malgre 
le  desarmement  du  moyen  de  commande  (S1)  et 

5  I'ouverture  du  commutateur; 
selon  lequel  a  la  coupure  du  contacteur  d'allu- 

mage,  I'amenee  de  courant  auconducteurd'allumage 
ou  de  bobine  (12)  est  coupee  pour  condamner  la 
transmission  de  courant  au  conducteur  d'allumage 

10  ainsi  ouvert  de  telle  facon  que  la  remise  en  marche 
dudit  vehicule  n'est  admise  qu'apres  la  manoeuvre  a 
la  fois  lesdits  moyens  de  commande  (S1)  et  du 
contacteur  d'allumage,  et  selon  lequel  lesdits  moyens 
de  coupure  (43,43a,43b)  condamnent  I'amenee  de 

15  courant  a  I'un  desdits  elements  de  moteur  en  cas  de 
raccord  abusif  en  contournement  d'un  autre  des  ele- 
ments  de  moteur  de  facon  a  prohiber  la  mise  en  mar- 
che  du  vehicule. 

2.  Systeme  selon  la  revendication  1  dont  les 
20  moyens  de  commande  (1  0)  sont  sous  forme  de  relais 

auto-bloquant. 
3.  Systeme  selon  la  revendication  1  ou  la  reven- 

dication  2  suivant  lequel  les  moyens  de  commande 
(S1)  sont  sous  forme  de  bouton  manuel  dont  la  ferme- 

25  ture  n'est  acquise  qu'apres  application  d'une  pression 
et  I'ouverture  n'est  obtenue  qu'apres  avoir  assure  la 
detente  de  la  pression. 

4.  Systeme  selon  la  revendication  1  ou  la  reven- 
dication  2  suivant  lequel  les  moyens  de  commande 

30  (S1)  sont  commandes  par  un  systeme  comportant  un 
clavier  (150)  de  reception  de  code,  des  moyens  pro- 
cesseurs  (100,140)  accouples  audit  clavier  (150) 
pour  en  recevoir  des  signaux  indiquant  ledit  code, 
dont  les  moyens  de  commande  (S1)  sont  accouples 

35  auxdits  moyens  processeur  pour  recevoir  une  sortie 
desdits  moyens  processeurs  (100,140)  lorsqu'un 
code  predetermine  est  transmis  au  clavier,  pour  la 
commutation  desdits  moyens  de  commande. 

5.  Systeme  selon  la  revendication  4  suivant 
40  lequel  lesdits  moyens  processeurs  (100,140)  trans- 

mettent  la  sortie  aux  moyens  de  commande  (S1  )  lors- 
que  I'allumage  du  vehicule  est  excite  pour  une 
certaine  duree  apres  I'arret  du  moteur  du  vehicule, 
sans  exiger  une  amenee  de  code  audit  clavier,  et 

45  selon  lequel  le  clavier  (1  50)  est  en  mesure  de  recevoir 
un  code  supplementaire  provoquant  la  transmission 
dudit  signal  de  sortie  par  ledit  processeur  lorsque 
I'allumage  du  vehicule  est  branche  jusqu'a  I'annula- 
tion  du  code  supplementaire  par  une  entree  audit  cla- 

50  vier. 
6.  Systeme  selon  la  revendication  4  ou  la  reven- 

dication  5  suivant  lequel  un  circuit  de  memoire  de 
mode  (275,280)  est  accouple  audit  processeur  (100) 
de  telle  facon  qu'en  cas  de  panne  de  courant  audit 

55  processeur,  le  processeur  fournit  les  renseignements 
retenus  parle  processeur  audit  circuit  de  memoire  de 
mode  (275,280)  pour  la  mise  en  memoire  et  selon 
lequel  le  circuit  de  memoire  de  mode  fournit  au  pro- 
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cesseur  lesdits  renseignements  apres  avoir  restaure 
le  courant  auxdits  moyens  processeur. 
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